. A by-product of this fact is a complete resolution of the contractibility problem of expanded control laws for both static and dynamic controllers, which has a special significance in formulations of decentralized control for complex systems under overlapping information structure constraints.
I. Introduction
The Inclusion Principle for dynamic systems [7] , which was developed in the 1980's is now a well-established mathematical framework for comparing systems having different dimensions. In particular, the principle has been established as a useful tool in formulation of control laws for systems with overlapping information structure constraints [11] . In the past decade, the research on inclusion principle has been focused on providing a wide variety of conditions for expansion and contraction of continuous, discrete-time and stochastic dynamic systems which helped resolve both theoretical aspects and practical benefits of the principle in control designs.
A central issue in the framework of overlapping decentralized control has been the problem of contractibility of feedback control laws [6] , [5] , [4] , [3] , [12] , [2] , [13] . When a system contains overlapping subsystems, it is natural to add the locally available overlapping states to decentralized control in order to improve the performance of the overall system. This fact gives rise to the control design under overlapping information structure constraints, which is handled by expanding the systems into a larger space where the overlapping subsystems appear as disjoint. As a result of the expansion, overlapping decentralized control in the expanded space can be chosen by standard methods which are available for disjoint subsystems. After the selection is made, the expanded control law is contracted to the original space for implementation. While flexibility of the inclusion principle has been greatly improved by the new conditions guiding the expansion-contraction process [13] , the contractibility problem has not been satisfactorily resolved.
Our objective in this paper is to derive a canonical form for the inclusion principle in the spirit of canonical forms for linear dynamical systems [8] . The 
where If the system S includes the system S, then system S is said to be an expansion of the system S and system S is a contraction of system S. The inclusion principle has been used to expand overlapping decentralized control laws into a larger space, where they appear disjoint, design disjoint laws by known methods, and contract them to the original space for implementation. The central issue in the expansion-contraction process is the problem of contractibility defined as follows [7] , [5] for all t > O any initial state x0 of system S and any fixed input ii of system S.
It should be pointed out that both conditions in (a) and (b) above ensure that the closed-loop system x (A+BK)x+Bv includes the closed-loop system i (A + BK)x + Bv.
This property plays an important role in the application of the inclusion principle to overlapping decentralized control.
For the expansion-contraction and contractibility between systems S and S, the conditions are provided in the following theorem [5] :
Theorem 3: Given systems S and S, and transformations V, L and T satisfying (1) and (2) .
(i) System S is an expansion of system S if and only if for all i 1,2,*, n
(ii) The control law Kxc is contractible to the control law-Kx if and only if, for i 1,... , n, either
In applications, the inclusion principle relies heavily on the proper choice of expanded matrices A, B, C and K which are restricted by the expandability and contractibility conditions of Theorem 3. In a variety of situations, the conditions have been hard to use since there are no simple rules for their interpretation, nor systematic procedures for utilizing the conditions in the computation of expanded matrices. For this reason, there are a few standard choices [11] that have been repeatedly used in applications, while the full freedom offered by the conditions have remained unexplored. Recently, to broaden the scope of applications of the inclusion principle, new expansion-contraction conditions have been proposed, which involve additional flexibility provided by the choice of complementary matrices [2] . Even in this case, the conditions involves intricate relationship between powers of matrices that obscures the full flexibility of the proposed choice.
In the next section we will establish a canonical form for the inclusion principle of dynamic system S. The canonical form parameterizes explicitly all expansion-contraction matrices in the general setting of transformations V, L, T.
Therefore, full freedom of the inclusion principle is readily available for control design.
III. A Canconial Form for the Inclusion Principle
Motivated by the difficulties in characterizing expansion matrices, we propose to derive a canonical form for the inclusion principle. The form resolves the difficulties by providing an explicit parameterization of the expanded system within the framework of expansion-contraction process.
Theorem 4: Given systems S and S, and transformations V, L, T satisfying (1) and (2) . Let the QR factorizations of V, L and T be given by
where U C R" ', U C Rhx(n-n), p C Rmxm p C 
where W C R-n) X(n-n) is an arbitrary orthogonal matrix, ,u is an arbitrary integer between 0 and n-n, and A13 C Rn (n n p), A21 C R" n, A22 C R"x/, A23 C
C13 C 131(n-n-I), C21 C R(' 1) n, C22 C R(' 1 ) M and C23 C R(-I) x(nh-n-P) are constant matrices with arbitrary elements.
Since the expansion process underlying the above canonical form (4) involves the inputs and outputs, it includes the canonical form obtained in [7] . (4), and matrices K13 C Rm (n-n-I) and K23 C R(m-m)X (n-n-T) have arbitrary elements;
(b) Matrices A and B of system S are given by (4) with B12 =0, B32 0, and
where W is orthogonal and is the same as that in (4), and matrices K13 C R,X(n-n-/t) and [ K21 K22 K23 ] C R( m)m X have arbitrary elements.
A corollary to Theorems 4 and 5, which delineates an important class of contractible control laws [12] , is now automatic:
Corollary 6: Given a system S and transformations V, L, T satisfying (1) and (2) . If matrices A and B are given by (4) with At 0, then any control law u -Kxc for system S is contractible to the control law u -Kx with K = L+KV for system S.
IV. Contractibility of Dynamic Controllers
Now, by capitalizing on the canonical form for state feedback laws, we want to present explicit solvability conditions for contractibility of dynamic controllers. They are exhaustive and include the sufficient conditions obtained in [12] , [2] . Definition 7: The controller C for system S is contractible to the controller C for system S if there exist matrices V, L, T, D and E satisfying (1) and (2) and (b) Matrices A, B and C of system S are given by (4) with C21 0 and C22 0. Furthermore, F, C, J, K and H are given by rank(E) T, rank(D) m (7) such that one of the following two statements holds:
( (1), (2) and (7). Let the QR factorizations of V, L and T be given by (3). (a) Matrices A, B and C of system S are given by (4) and furthermore, F, C, J, K (4) with B12 0, B32 0, C21 0 and C22 0. Furthermore, matrices F, C, J, K and H are given by If in Theorem 8, we take v = 0 or v = T -, then we can obtain some particular solvability conditions for contractibility of dynamic controllers, which contain the results of [12] , [2] as special cases.
V. Conclusions A canonical form for expanded systems was proposed within the framework of the inclusion principle. The two main benefits of the form are: First, in Theorems 4 and 5 we established canonical forms for expansion-contraction matrices A, B, C and K, which provide an explicit parameterization of all expansioncontraction matrices. As a result, the full freedom in selecting the expansion-contraction matrices can be exploited in system analysis and design. Second, by Theorem 8 we broadened the class of dynamic controllers which are contractible for implementation in the original system.
we hope that the canonical form can serve as a useful tool in the design of reduced-order controller design [10] , [9] , where the laws can be generated in the smaller space and then expanded for implementation in the original system.
